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Let A be an n-square complex matrix of rank Y. A is said to be an 
EP, matrix if A satisfies the condition that 
2 cciri = 0 if and only if c E,ci = 0, (1) 
where yi denotes the ith row of A and ci denotes the ith column of A 
(see [S]). Let At denote the generalized inverse of A in the sense of 
Penrose [4]. In [3] Pearl relates the concept of an EP, matrix to the 
concept of generalized invertability by showing that A is an EP, matrix 
if and only if AAt = AtA. The purpose of this paper is to present some 
more relationships between EP, matrices and generalized inverses and 
to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix to be normal in 
terms of EP, matrices and generalized inverses. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n-square complex matrix of rank 7. Then A 
is an EP, matrix if and only if A commutes with (AtA - AA?). 
Proof. If A is EP,, then AtA - AAt = 0 so that the result follows 




2A = A2At + AtA2. 
Multiplying (2) on the right and then on the left by A yields 
A2 = AtA and A2 = A3At, 
(3) 
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so that 
A2A-t = (AtAyAt = At(A3At) 
Using (4) in (3), we obtain 
A = A2At = AtAs. 
Now, from (5), we see that 
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AtA2. (4) 
(5) 
AAt = (AtA2)At = At(A2At) = AtA. 
Therefore A is an EP, matrix. 
Theorem 1 provides an interesting analogy in the following way. 
A matrix A is said to be normal if and only if AA* = A*A. Also, A is 
normal if and only if A commutes with (A*A - AA*) [2, p. SO]. If the 
word “normal” is replaced by EP, and (*) is replaced by (t), then the 
two statements above remain valid. Other analogies of this type exist 
and are proved in [3]. This brings up the question : Are such analogies 
always valid ? The answer is easily shown to be “no” by the following 
example. 
Example. It is true that if A is normal and commutes with B, then 
A commutes with B* [l, p. 171-1721. If the word normal is replaced 
by EP, and (*) is replaced by (t), the resulting statement is false. Let 
A = and B= 
Then A is EP, and AB = BA but ABt # BtA. 
‘kEoriEhl 2. Let A be an n-square comjdex matrix of rank Y. A is an 
EP, matrix if and on& if (A2)t = (At)2 and rank(A) = rank(A2). 
Proof. If A is EP,, then AAt = AtA and we can verify that the 
four Penrose equations are satisfied for A2; hence (A2)t = (At)2. Also, 
since AAt = AtA, we have A = AtA so that 
rank(A) < rank(A2) <rank(A). 
Assume now that (A2)t = (A?)$ and rank(A) = rank(A2). Let 
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B=AAT-AAtA 
so that 
BB* = AAt - AtA2At - A(At)2A + AtA. 
Now, 
trace[BB*] = trace[AAt] - trace[(At)2A2] 
- trace[(A2)tA2] + trace[AtA]. 
It is always true that 
(6) 
and 
trace [AtA] = trace [A At] = rank(d) 
trace[(A2)tA2] = rank(A2). 
Since rank(A) = rank(d2), it is clear from (6) that trace[BB*] = 0 so 
that B = 0. Hence AAt = AtA so that A is EP,. 
It is easy to see that the condition (A2)t = (At)” by itself is not 
sufficient for A to be EP, by considering 
A= 
If A is normal, then it is true that A is EP,. Since, in general, the 
converse is not true, we seek conditions in terms of At which, together 
with condition that A is EP,, will imply that A is normal. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an n-square matrix of rank Y. Then A is normal 
if and only if A is an EP, matrix such that AtA* = A*At. 
Proof. If A is normal, then AAt = AtA [4] so that A is EP,. Also, 
since A is normal, there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
A = U*DU, 
where D is diagonal. &row, 
At = U*DtV 
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and it follows that AtA* = A*At. Assume that A is EP, so that AAt = 
AtA, and assume that AtA* = A*At. Then, using the fact that AtAA* = 
A* = A*AAt, we can write 
A*A = AtAA*A = AAtA*A = AA*AtA 
= AA*AAt = AA*, 
so that A is normal. 




so that AtA* = A*At but A*A f AA* 
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